
What Are The Benefits 

Of Cedar Fence?



From residential property to commercial ones, people opt for fences for a variety of

reasons including privacy, security and aesthetics. Which why as per the

requirement there are a variety of fence options available to choose from. Patriot

Fence and cedar fence is among the most popular choices.

Here is what the Wood Fence Company has to say about the advantages that cedar

fences offer to your space.

1. Beauty

 The natural beauty of cedar is one of the main reasons homeowners choose it.

Most woods have pleasing graining patterns. However, the Western Red Cedar

used by many fencing companies has an uncommon uniform grain. This straight-

grained lumber is an excellent choice for your fence.

 Cedar is also known for its distinctive colour options. The most popular choice of

fencing contractors is reddish to pinkish-brown heartwood. It also has the

presence of a few streaks and bands of darker graining. Some cedar pickets have

knots, which many homeowners appreciate aesthetically.

http://www.sentryfence.com/patriot-fence/




2. Durability

 Cedar typically outlasts other wood types and can withstand harsh weather

conditions ace the durability factor. Cedar can adjust its moisture content to

match the environment it is in. Even in harsher weather conditions, the wood

retains its appearance and shape which make a cedar fence worth the investment.

3. Natural Insect Repellent

 Cedar is more insect resistant than any other type of wood. Many homeowners

use cedar mulch in their flowerbeds to control pests naturally. Termites, ants,

mosquitos, and cockroaches are all pests that can be kept at bay with cedar

fencing. This not only protects your entire property but also preserves the

structural integrity of the fencing. In other words, you save money!



4. Increased Property Value

 Depending on where you live, installing a cedar fence could increase the value of your home.
Because cedar fencing is more expensive than other types of wood fencing, it is regarded as a
luxury that many homebuyers are willing to pay for. It may be a minor cost increase for you, but it
could result in a significant increase in the sale price of your home.

5. Privacy

 Cedar fences are typically built to provide maximum privacy. The boards can be used as a solid
wooden structure, allowing for high walls without gaping holes, which also aids in sound
insulation. You can make a fence out of cedar that is different shapes depending on the level of
privacy you want.





6. Cedar Controls Temperature and Sound

 Air pockets are found within the structure of wood. These pockets aid the wood

in controlling the temperature of its surroundings. They function somewhat like

insulation, keeping the surrounding area warmer in the winter and cooler in the

summer.

7. Maintenance

 To withstand the elements, cedar does not need to be pressure-treated. Cedar is

naturally weather-resistant and repels most bugs due to its chemical properties. It

requires less maintenance than other woods, but it still needs to be cared for.

Cedar fences should be cleaned with a water-and-soap solution once a year, and

any loose boards or signs of rot should be checked regularly.

 You can also get more information and specifications regarding the cedar fence

from the Wood Fence Company professionals.
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